pHin and ThermoSpas Make it Easy to Care for Your Hot Tub
pHin takes the guesswork out of water care with wireless monitoring and phone app
San Jose, Calif. – November 2, 2017 – ConnectedYard, maker of the pHin Smart
Water Care solution, and ThermoSpas® Hot Tub Products, a leading hot tub brand, are
teaming up to make hot tub care and maintenance a cinch. pHin is now available
directly from the ThermoSpas online store, offering hot tub owners an intelligent and
effortless way to ensure their water stays healthy and perfectly balanced.
The pHin Smart Water Care solution takes the guesswork out of pool and hot tub
maintenance by combining a wifi-enabled smart monitor and mobile app that monitors
water chemistry and temperature 24/7, and notifies customers via smartphone when
they need to take action. Customers receive recommendations on how to balance their
water so they add only the exact chemicals needed.
“People are busy and often forget to check for properly balanced water. Having an
automated monitoring and alert solution makes it much easier to keep water safe and
healthy,” said Mark Janes, co-founder and COO of ConnectedYard. “pHin gives
ThermoSpas owners peace of mind that their hot tub is well-cared for so they can spend
more time enjoying it with family and friends.”
Today, thousands of customers rely on pHin for easy care and perfectly balanced water.
pHin customers rave about how easy it is to use. David Hokeness, a hot tub owner and
pHin member says:
“Despite our best efforts, the water in our new hot tub was turning cloudy, foamy and smelled like
chlorine. I considered searching for a pool guy, but instead a friend told me about connecting the
hot tub to my iPhone with a pHin! It was easy to set up, then pHin took about a day to send me
the first test results and solutions. Now it sends me regular updates and reminders to add
chemical packages that are color coded. It's so easy. I had one question for customer service and
they responded in less than a day. Our tub has been crystal clear since pHin. Thanks for the
great product and service!”

ThermoSpas hot tub owners can feel confident in relying on pHin as their primary
chemical monitoring system. When a correction is required, pHin prescribes the right
amount of chemicals to balance hot tub water. If an issue arises that requires the
support of a professional technician for hot tub repairs and physical maintenance, the
pHin Mobile App provides one-touch, on-demand access to the ThermoSpas Hot Tub
Service Network.
“ThermoSpas is delighted to partner with Connected Yard to offer our customers
another innovative solution that makes our hot tubs even easier to maintain. pHin will
provide ThermoSpas owners with specific dosing instructions for using ThermoSpas
chemicals to maintain water balance. pHin will help our customers thoroughly protect
their ThermoSpas investment,” said Karl Kleinbach, Vice President and General
Manager of ThermoSpas.
For more information or to purchase pHin, go to the ThermoSpas online store or the
pHin website.
About ThermoSpas
ThermoSpas Hot Tub Products, a division of Jacuzzi Group Worldwide, is a leading hot
tub brand that sells direct to customers nationwide. The company offers portable,
custom-built spas to fit a wide range of needs and budgets. For more information, visit
www.thermospas.com or call 800-876-0158.
About ConnectedYard
Headquartered in San Jose, Calif., ConnectedYard is dedicated to bringing intelligence,
predictability and efficiency as the center of the connected backyard. pHin, the
company’s first product, is reinventing pool and hot tub care with smart technology
designed to help people have more time to enjoy an outdoor lifestyle. Learn more at
www.phin.co, @getpHin and on Facebook. Beginning with pool and hot tub care,
ConnectedYard will expand to everyday components involved in outdoor living.
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